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What's New In?

VBS/Iloveyou worm Remover is an advanced tool developed by the security experts at Symantec that is specially
designed to remove VBS/Iloveyou worm. This software is considered as the best tool to remove the infection because of
the following reasons: It has the capability to locate and remove the infected files and prevent the further spread of the
virus. It also has the capability to scan all the hidden viruses in the system and remove them. The tool is also known to
have the capability to delete the website created by the virus and also stop the activity of the virus. Description: I LOVE
YOU! is a nasty little virus that attempts to steal personal information from infected users. When activated, I LOVE
YOU! looks for information stored on your system, including address books, email, Internet Explorer favorites,
passwords, documents, pictures, and so forth. Once found, the virus is then able to infect all your files, including MP3
and MP4 files, Microsoft Office documents, Web pages, etc. I LOVE YOU! uses WinInet to contact its command and
control server to download further instructions. Once a new file is created by I LOVE YOU!, the virus infects it with its
payload, usually a version of its WinRAR compression utility, which may be used to compress and encrypt files, as well
as to remove files from the system. Description: I Love You! has a virus that appears to be the most recent Win32 virus
to hit the Web. The threat was first detected on September 21, 2007 and is now being scanned by major anti-virus
vendors and antivirus applications. This specific infection was first found to be spread on a website "u.v.boya.com". I
Love You! uses a number of techniques to hide from anti-virus systems including a message in the game Worms that
serves to disguise the infection. The virus hides in a file with the extension.7z. Once opened, I Love You! attempts to
download instructions from its command and control server, "chicken.com". This particular infection was found to be
spread through the use of an "I Love You!" worm. The worm attempts to spread the infection to other computers and
does so using a method known as "worm hopping" that first sends an infected file to a user and then attempts to steal
their password from the computer. Description: VBS/Iloveyou.Worm uses a polymorphic infection technique to bypass
traditional virus scanning software. VBS/Iloveyou.Worm begins by creating a hidden folder on the affected computer
named "Iloveyou.Worm". It then attempts to infect files located within the "Iloveyou.Worm" folder. Once infected,
VBS/Iloveyou.Worm then sends a copy of itself to the Internet. If the infected file is sent to a new victim, the worm is
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: OS X 10.9.1 Memory: 2 GB RAM Processor: 2.4GHz Intel Core i5 or better Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT
640M DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Memory: 4 GB RAM Processor:
2.8GHz Intel Core i7 or better Network: Broad
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